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a b s t r a c t

The asymmetric rolling (ASR) process is highly desired to improve the through-thickness

deformation/strain uniformity by introducing additional shear strains for uniform

through-thickness microstructures and mechanical properties of metallic/alloy plates. In

this study, the bending behavior and mechanism during the ASR processing of high-

strength AA7050 aluminium alloy plates were simulated along with rolling trials. It

shows that the plate will bend upward (toward slower roll) at larger speed ratios and

smaller thickness reductions but downward (toward faster roll) at smaller speed ratios and

larger thickness reductions. The ASR processing can increase the central equivalent plastic

strains and decrease the surface-to-center strain gradient compared with that caused by

the conventional symmetric rolling. The high strain rate bands (HSRBs) as key plastic strain

accumulation regions are intimately connected with the post-rolling equivalent plastic

strain distribution and the outgoing curvature. Especially, when the HSRB approaches the

plate upper surface near the end of the deformation zone, normally at larger thickness

reductions, a downward bending occurs despite that the lower roll rotates faster, and vice

versa. The through-thickness HSRB induced by the ASR processing is considered to mainly

enhancing the equivalent plastic strain homogeneity. The formation and interactive

mechanisms of the HSRBs and their connection with the bending behavior during the ASR

processing were discussed.
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1. Introduction

Advanced aluminium alloy plates with high strength-to-

weight ratio, good corrosion resistance and fracture tough-

ness are usually manufactured by the conventional symmetric

(hot) rolling (SR) process, which usually causes the surface-to-

center plastic strain gradient, leading to ununiform micro-

structures and mechanical properties [1e3]. It is shown that

the asymmetric rolling (ASR) process with different rotational

speeds, roll diameters, or roll-to-plate friction conditions could

cause intensive shear strains and accumulation of equivalent

plastic strains inside the plates, consequently improving the

through-thickness strain homogeneity compared with the SR

process [4e8]. As a result, the ASR process has been widely

applied for processing various metallic materials such as Mg

[9e14], Al [15e20], Cu alloys [7,8,21], and other metallic mate-

rials [22e24], enabling the easy manufacture of large-scaled

fine-grained materials comparing with other severe plastic

deformation methods [25e28]. However, it also faces diffi-

culties for rolling (mid)thick plates although it could benefit the

microstructures and properties.

Firstly, the undesirable upward/downward bending issue

depending on the ASR parameters will inhibit the next-pass

plate biting and interrupt the rolling procedure, and even

damage the rolling mill [29e31]. It was found that with

different roll rotation speeds, the plate may be bent towards

the slower roll at lower thickness reduction and the bending

degree could be decreased by increasing the thickness

reduction till bending towards the faster roll [32e34]. For

rationalizing the outgoing curvature of the plates subjected to

the ASR processing, the slab method and finite element

method (FEM) are widely used. Qwamizadeh et al. [35] found

that the bending was caused by the differences between the

shear and axial strains in the upper and lower portions of each

slab within the roll gap. Both strains have an opposite effect

on the plate bending. The final curvature radius can be ob-

tained by calculating the radius caused by the difference of the

axial and/or shear strain. It was revealed that a higher

reduction or larger initial plate thickness could facilitate to

decrease the outgoing curvature and even change the bending

direction. In addition, Cho et al. [12] found that the difference

of shear strain rates between the upper and lower surfaces at

the rolling biting zone strongly resulted in different outgoing

curvatures under different rolling conditions. In general, the

above-mentioned studies confirmed that the plastic strain

during deformation could be closely related with the bending

phenomenon.

Secondly, some studies showed that the ASR process can

improve the through-thickness equivalent plastic strain ho-

mogeneity by effectively introducing shear strains into the

plate center [6,36], i.e., the shear lines observed at the center

layer of the ASR-ed plate [37e40]. However, different ASR pa-

rameters may complicate the deformation behavior and

plastic strain distribution compared to that of the SR process.

Furthermore, the plastic strain accumulation during the ASR

processing that could reflect how the plastic strain (especially

shear strain) could be effectively introduced into the plate

center and reduced the plastic strain heterogeneity between

the surface and plate center, was less concerned than the
strain distribution in the rolled plate [1,6,41,42]. Actually, the

ASR process can greatly affect the strain accumulation and

the plate bending behavior, and thus to balance the through-

thickness strain uniformity and the bending behavior, opti-

mizing the key ASR parameters and in-depth mechanistic

understanding are required for potential industrial trials.

For rolling thin sheets, it is easy to distinguish the upper

and lower neutral points by comparing the surface flow

speeds at the roll-contacting positions, and also the bending

can be easily overcome by coiling tension. However, for rolling

plates with larger initial thickness and high thickness reduc-

tion, especially without lubrication, the occurrence of sticking

frictionmay cause problem for determining the neutral points

[43,44]. Different rolling parameters may change the distri-

bution of the neutral points, i.e., the neutral points at the

upper or lower surface of the plate may even leave the

deformation zone, inducing a more complex deformation

zone configuration [45]. In addition, as the plate thickness

increases, the plastic strain accumulation at the center layer

becomes difficult and the enhanced surface-to-center strain

gradient will lead to different through-thickness microstruc-

tures and mechanical properties [46,47]. In this study, the

finite elementmethod (FEM) and rolling trials were performed

to reveal the deformation and bending behavior during the

ASR processing of the (mid)thick AA7050 aluminium alloy

plate. The plastic strain rate distribution, plastic strain accu-

mulation and bending behavior during the ASR processing

and their relationships were discussed.
2. Methods and experiments

The ASR process was simulated under plane strain condition

by the MSC. MARC software with a 2-D model as illustrated in

Fig. 1. The rolling parameters are listed in Table 1. The

deformable plate was meshed with 1 mm element size while

the work rolls and roll table were assumed as ideal rigid

bodies. The materials data of AA7050 aluminium alloy and

coulomb frictional condition (friction coefficient m¼ 0.35) were

used [48]. The plates with 20 mm thickness were subjected to

the ASR processing with 10e50% reduction and speed ratios

between 1.0 (SR condition) and 1.6 achieved with a constant

rotating speed (3 m/min) for the top roll and various rotating

speeds (3e4.8 m/min) for the bottom roll. Totally, 35 rolling

conditions were performed in the simulation. Five thickness

layers (L ¼ ±1，±0.5 and 0) and seven positions along rolling

direction (RD) (number 0e6) were selected for deformation/

strain analysis as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Supposing the coordinate of the curvature center as ðxc;ycÞ,
three points ðx1; y1Þ, ðx2; y2Þ and ðx3; y3Þ, were randomly

collected at the lower (or upper) surface of the rolled plate, and

the curvature radius (R) can be calculated by Eq. (1) [6,49],

8>>><
>>>:

ðx1 � xcÞ2 þ
�
y1 � yc

�2 ¼ R2

ðx2 � xcÞ2 þ
�
y2 � yc

�2 ¼ R2

ðx3 � xcÞ2 þ
�
y3 � yc

�2 ¼ R2

jkj ¼ 1=R

(1)

where the index |k| is the reciprocal of the curvature radius,

and smaller jkj value corresponds to a relatively flat plate and
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Fig. 1 e Schematic asymmetric rolling model. Five thickness positions: L ¼ ± 1 for the lower/upper surface, L ¼ ± 0.5 for the

lower/upper quarter layer and L ¼ 0 for the center layer. Number 0e6 represent different rolling stages from the biting zone

to the exit).
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will not exceed 0.005 because the present working roll radius

is 200 mm. Note that the k value would be positive for the

upward bending and negative for the downward bending,

respectively.

The rolling experiments were carried out to verify the

credibility of the simulation. AA7050 aluminium alloy plates

(thickness: 20mm)machined from a commercial 80mm-thick

plate were homogenized at 475 �C for 24 h with subsequently

air cooling and rolled after holding at 400 �C for 1 h in an air

furnace. The normal-rolling direction (ND-RD) plane was

carved with grid lines to display the deformation during/after

the rolling.
Table 1 e Rolling parameters for the simulation.

Parameter Symbol Value

Temperature (�C) T 400

Friction coefficient m 0.35

Initial thickness (mm) h0 20

Final thickness (mm) h1 18,16,14,12,10

Normal thickness reduction (%) Dh 10,20,30,40,50

Roll diameter (mm) d1, d2 400

Speed ratio i 1,1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6
3. Results

3.1. Curvature of the rolled plates

The calculated curvature index k under each rolling condition

are decreased with thickness reduction (Dh, Fig. 2a), showing

upward bending (towards slower roll) at small Dh value and

downward bending (towards faster roll) at larger Dh value,

which reveals an upward-to-downward bending transition

with increasing Dh value. However, increasing the speed ratio

(i) causes opposite bending behavior. Additional simulations

with i ¼ 1.1, Dh ¼ 15% and i ¼ 1.2, Dh ¼ 25% are conducted to

verify the trend. Obviously, there is a “critical reduction”

(Dhcrit) under each speed ratio that can suppress the bending

or keep k close to 0. As shown in Fig. 2b, this Dhcrit value in-

creases firstly and then keeps almost constant at larger speed

ratios, which means that further increasing the speed ratios

cannot effectively suppress the downward bending when Dh

exceeds a certain value (~33% for the current simulation, also

see section 4.2). Fig. 2c- f compares the results between the

experiments and simulations, and the calculated curvature

index k values are close (see values in Table 2) and the

simulation should be reliable. Some surface cracks (ND-RD

plane in Fig. 2c) may be related with the carved grid lines

before rolling.
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Fig. 2 e (a) Curvature index k values under different rolling conditions, (b) critical thickness reduction (Dhcrit) for different

speed ratios and (cef) comparison of rolling experiments and FEM results for the curvature and meshed lines: (c) i ¼ 1.5,

Dh ¼ 40%, (d) i ¼ 1.4, Dh ¼ 10%, (e) i ¼ 1.6, Dh ¼ 30%, (f) i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 30%.
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3.2. Equivalent plastic strain distribution and
accumulation

The equivalent plastic strain distributions after rolling along

ND under different speed ratios (i) (Fig. 3a) show that

increasing the speed ratios can promote the accumulation of

the plastic strains at the center layer along with decreased

through-thickness plastic strain discrepancy, which means

an improved through-thickness homogeneity of the plastic

strain distribution (see values in Table 3). Fig. 3b compares the

equivalent plastic strain distributions between the ASR (solid

lines) and SR (dotted lines) process es with same Dh value. It

reveals that the total strain level mainly depends on the Dh
Table 2 e K values between the simulations and
experiments in Fig. 2.

Index k
(�10�3/mm)

Rolling condition

i ¼ 1.5,
Dh ¼ 40%

i ¼ 1.4,
Dh ¼ 10%

i ¼ 1.6,
Dh ¼ 30%

i ¼ 1.3,
Dh ¼ 30%

Simulation �3.84 4.48 1.05 0.31

Experiment �3.71 4.21 0.96 0.24

Difference 0.13 0.27 0.09 0.07
value while the strain distribution along ND changes with the

speed ratios. However, the plastic strain heterogeneity along

ND is increased with Dh value.

To understand the equivalent plastic strain accumulation,

the equivalent plastic strain distributions along ND at

different rolling stages as marked in Fig. 1 for the SR and ASR

processes are displayed in Fig. 3c and d, and the symmetric

distribution relative to the center plane (L ¼ 0) appears after

the SR processing (Fig. 3c), while the asymmetric ones occur

after the ASR processing (Fig. 3d). Nevertheless, the defor-

mation is not uniformly accumulated along ND for both pro-

cesses. For the SR process, the plastic strain accumulation

mainly occurs near the surface layers at the start of the rolling

(position 0 / 1) and then is gradually transferred inside the

plate. At the end of the rolling (position 5 / 6), the plastic

strain near the surface layer is slightly increased but without

further accumulation inside the plate. Obviously, the equiva-

lent plastic strains near the surface layer are mainly accu-

mulated at three periods, i.e., position 0/ 1, 2/ 3, and 4/ 5,

while it keeps increasing at the center layer after position 2.

For the ASR process, as shown in Fig. 3d, at the biting region,

the plastic strain accumulated near the lower surface is higher

than that near the upper surface. As the rolling continues, the

region with significantly accumulated plastic strains is

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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Fig. 3 e Equivalent plastic strain distributions along ND for (a) Dh ¼ 30% with different speed ratios, (b) i ¼ 1.3 with different

thickness reductions (The dotted lines represent the SR conditions with same Dh value), (c) SR (i ¼ 1, Dh ¼ 30%) and (d) ASR

(i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 30%) at different rolling stages.
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gradually moved upward. The deformation near the lower

surface is mainly concentrated at the early stage (position

0 / 2) while the plastic strains near the upper surface are

mainly accumulated at two periods, i.e., the position 0 / 1

and 2 / 5, apparently different from that of the SR process.

Both two different plastic strain accumulation behavior can

affect their final plastic strain distributions. For example, the

ASR plate (0.44) exhibits ~10% higher plastic strain at the

center layer than the SR plate (0.4) under same thickness

reduction, thus decreasing the surface-to-center strain

gradient.
Table 3 e Plastic strain differences between the surface
and center layers after rollingwithDh¼ 30%and different
speed ratios.

Rolling
process

i Equivalent plastic strain gradient

Upper
surface / center

Lower
surface / center

SR 1 0.14 0.14

ASR 1.1 0.17 0.10

1.2 0.13 0.08

1.3 0.09 0.10

1.4 0.06 0.12

1.5 0.08 0.12

1.6 0.05 0.11
3.3. Plastic strain rate distribution

As confirmed in section 3.2, the equivalent plastic strain

accumulation is ununiform during the rolling along either RD

or ND. The plastic strains are mostly accumulated during a

relatively narrow rolling stage (e.g., position 0 / 1 for the

lower surface of the ASR condition), suggesting a higher

plastic strain rate. As shown in Fig. 4, the band-like regions

with high strain rate, namely high strain rate bands (HSRBs),

are formed and obviously affected by rolling parameters. For

the SR process (i ¼ 1 in Fig. 4), the single ‘X’ shaped HSRBs

appear forDh < 20%while the double ‘X’ shaped HSRBs appear

for Dh � 30%. However, the HSRB distribution induced by the

ASR process can be roughly divided into four types.

Type I: for Dh ¼ 10% and i ¼ 1.1e1.6 (within the red frame),

the ‘V’-shaped HSRBs with low intensity appears in the

early deformation stage.

Type II: for Dh ¼ 20e30% (within the green frame), the

HSRBs generated near the lower surface can go through the

plate thickness, causing a ‘Y’-shaped HSRBs.

Type III: for the rolling conditions within the black frame,

i.e., i < 1.3 with Dh ¼ 40% or i < 1.5 with Dh ¼ 50%, the first ‘X’-

shaped HSRB at the biting zone is similar to that of the SR

process with same Dh but the second ‘X’-shaped HSRB for the

SR process turns into a ‘Y’-shaped one.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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Fig. 4 e Equivalent plastic strain rate distribution under different rolling conditions.
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Type IV: the ‘Y’-shapedHSRBswithin the brown frame, i.e.,

i > 1.2 with Dh ¼ 40% or i > 1.4 with Dh ¼ 50%, are similar to

those in the green frame except that the merged through-

thickness HSRB consists of two parallel HSRBs, and the right

one is further enhanced at Dh ¼ 50%.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the HSRB distributions are

closely related to the rolling parameters and become complex

at high Dh. Pawelski [50] found similar plastic strain rate dis-

tribution as type II and type III using the stationary FEmethod.

The HSRB was considered to be distributed along 11 rigid tri-

angles, which remained undeformed during rolling. Also, the

similar HSRB distributions as type II and type III was also

observed during the single roll-driven rolling [51]. The current

simulation reveals more HSRB distributions (type I and type

IV) under different rolling conditions, as well as the evolution

of the HSRB distribution with rolling parameters.

3.4. Plastic strain accumulated at HSRB

The distributions of the plastic strain rate and plastic strain

during the ASR processing with i ¼ 1.3 and Dh ¼ 10e50% in

Fig. 5 indicate that the equivalent plastic strains in these

HSRBs increase rapidly and dominate the plastic strain

accumulation. For the low strain rate regions (LSRRs, blue

areas in Fig. 5(a1-e1)), the equivalent plastic strain accumu-

lation is less significant (Fig. 5(a2-e2)). Then, the equivalent

plastic strain for each HSRB at the upper and lower surfaces is

collected in Fig. 6. The εu1, εu2, εu3 and εl1, εl2, εl3 are the

equivalent plastic strains accumulated at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
HSRBs from the biting zone at the upper and lower surfaces

(Fig. 6f), respectively. Noticeably, the ε value should be zero if

the HSRB disappears or does not exist. At the biting zone, both

εu1 and εl1 are increased with Dh. As the speed ratio increases,

the εu1 decreases while the εl1 is relatively stable, although the

latter is higher under most ASR conditions (Dh < 50%). The

lower part of the plate is subjected to larger plastic strains as

the bottom roll rotates faster. With increasing the Dh to 50% at

i ¼ 1.1e1.4, the εu1 and εl1 are similar because the deformation

characteristics at the biting zone are similar to that of the SR

process (Fig. 4). The εu2 and εl2 are roughly increased with Dh.

For example, with Dh ¼ 50%, the εu2 is higher at i ¼ 1.5e1.6 but

smaller at i ¼ 1.1e1.3. It is of concern that for the rolling

conditions within the yellow frame in Fig. 4, the second HSRB

near the upper layer is composed of two parallel HSRBs, which

can be merged when reaching the upper surface, making

them difficult to be calculated individually and thus the εu2 is

highly increased under these conditions. The smaller values

at i ¼ 1.1e1.3 is due to a weaker HSRB in the center layer,

which can be regarded as a partial reservation of the HSRB

distribution under the SR condition. The εu3 only exists at

i � 1.3, while the εl3 disappears in all ASR conditions. In gen-

eral, it seems that the 1st HSRB can play a critical role in the

strain accumulation when Dh � 20%, and with Dh > 30%, the

plastic strain accumulation at the 2nd or 3rd HSRB is

increased gradually and exceeds that accumulated at the 1st

HSRB.

The ratio of the equivalent plastic strain accumulated at

the HSRB relative to the total equivalent plastic strain is

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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Fig. 5 e Comparison between the equivalent plastic strain rate distribution and equivalent plastic strain distribution during

the ASR processing with i ¼ 1.3 and different Dh values: (a) 10%, (b) 20%, (c) 30%, (d) 40%, (e) 50% and (f) sequence of the

HSRBs.
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Fig. 6 e εu and εl values under different rolling conditions: (a) εu1; (b) εl1; (c) εu2; (d) εl2; (e) εu3; (f) εl3.
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calculated by Eq. (2) to quantitatively reflect the plastic strain

concentration, as shown in Fig. 7.

8><
>:

Eu ¼ εu1 þ εu2 þ εu3

εu

El ¼ εl1 þ εl2 þ εl3

εl

(2)
Here, εu and εl are the equivalent plastic strains at the

upper and lower surfaces, respectively. It shows that both Eu
and El are generally increased with Dh except that El is

decreased at Dh ¼ 30% because a weak HSRB generated at the

lower surface is not considered here (see Fig. 4). This weak

HSRB will be enhanced at larger Dh, causing the second

through-thickness HSRB and a higher El value. Fig. 7 confirms

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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Fig. 7 e Eu (a) and El (b) values under different rolling conditions.
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that most of the equivalent plastic strains are accumulated at

HSRBs, especially for the ASR process with larger Dh value.
4. Discussion

Kasai et al. [51] observed the equivalent plastic strain rate

distributions during single roll driven rolling for small and

high Dh, which are similar to those in the green and black

frames in Fig. 4. They also demonstrated that the accelera-

tions of materials flow speed are closely related to the plastic

strain rate by solving a series of equations. Section 3.4 shows

that the HSRB is the main plastic strain accumulation region,

and thus a significant acceleration change should occur when

the materials pass through the HSRB during rolling. Based on

the above inference, the local deformation inside the plate can

be analyzed by the changes in the direction and the magni-

tude of the node acceleration at the corresponding position.

Besides, during the stable rolling stage, the outgoing part of

the plate may curve for most ASR conditions and a centripetal

acceleration should appear correspondingly, which could help

understanding the occurrence of the bending.

4.1. HSRB formation and distribution

Fig. 8 displays typical acceleration vectors for both SR and ASR

processes and their distributions are highly coincident with

the HSRB distributions under same rolling condition. This

section focuses on the formation and interaction mechanism

of the HSRBs and their effects to the bending behavior, and the

plastic strain homogeneity will be discussed in section 4.2 and

4.3.

For the SR process withDh¼ 40% (Fig. 8a), the HSRBs can be

transferred from the surface to the center layers at the biting

zone. Two HSRBs formed near the upper and lower surfaces

interact with each other at the center plane and then their

directions are changed towards the surfaces, causing the first

‘X’-shaped HSRB. Then, after reaching the surface layer, the
first HSRB is enhanced by the roll compression and the second

‘X’-shaped HSRB is formed similarly. For a small thickness

reduction, the decreased plastic strain rate cannot promote

the interaction near the center plane and the plastic defor-

mation zone is also shortened, which will weaken the second

‘X’-shaped HSRB or even lead to its disappearance.

For the ASR process, as shown in Fig. 8bee, the HSRB dis-

tributions are changed and no longer symmetrically distrib-

uted with respect to the center plane, yet following similar

rules as mentioned above for the SR process. As the speed

mismatch is introduced, the first HSRB generated at the lower

surface is intensified andmore inclined than that generated at

the upper surface. When these two HSRBs are interacted with

each other near the center, the weaker one changes its di-

rection while the stronger one partially maintains its direc-

tion, thus leading to the first through-thickness HSRB.

Different rolling parameters could induce different HSRB dis-

tributions, as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 9 schematically illustrates the formation and interac-

tion mechanism of the HSRBs, in which the deformation re-

gion is divided into the HSRBs and LSRRs according to the

distribution of the equivalent plastic strain rate. Here, the

HSRB along ND and RD directions is decomposed to simplify

the description. The ND components of the HSRBs in the

upper and lower surfaces are equal because of the symmetric

rolling geometry (same roll diameter) and the RD components

are different because of the different rotating speeds of the

upper and bottom rolls. The ND components are symmetri-

cally strengthened for the upper and lower surfaces when the

Dh increases as the symmetric geometry remains unchanged

during rolling. When the speed ratio is introduced, i.e., the

circumferential speed of the bottom roll increases, on the

other hand, the RD component at the lower surface is higher

than that at the upper surface, making the first HSRB gener-

ated at the lower surface more inclined than that at the upper

surface. However, the influences of speed ratios on the HSRB

distribution are limited under some thickness reductions,

which means further increasing the speed ratio cannot affect

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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Fig. 8 e Typical acceleration vectors under different rolling conditions: (a) SR with Dh ¼ 40% and (bee) ASR with different

bending behavior: (b) upward bending (i ¼ 1.4, Dh ¼ 20%), (c) without obvious bending (i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 30%), (d) downward

bending with small Dh (i ¼ 1.2, Dh ¼ 30%) and (e) high Dh (i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 50%).

Fig. 9 e Schematic HSRB formation mechanism during the ASR processing.
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Fig. 10 e Material flow speeds along RD at different thickness positions under different rolling conditions: (a) SR: i ¼ 1,

Dh ¼ 30%, (b) downward bending: i ¼ 1.1, Dh ¼ 30%, (c) flat: i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 30%, (d) upward bending: i ¼ 1.3, Dh ¼ 20%.
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the HSRB distribution when exceeding the limit, as shown in

Fig. 4. This also can explain that the HSRB distribution at the

rolling biting region is similar to that of the SR process when

high Dh and small i are applied, i.e., the ND component of the

HSRB plays a more critical role than the RD component. The

upper and lower HSRBs generated at the rolling biting zone

will interact at the center plane and then the upper HSRB

(green-arrowed) will change its direction while part of the

lower HSRB (red-arrowed) keeps its direction towards the

upper surface, thus forming the first through-thickness HSRB

(red- and green-dotted lines). Although most of the HSRBs

transferred upwards, part of themwill change their directions

again after approaching the lower surface because of the

support of the bottom roll, and the second through-thickness

HSRB is formed (blue-dotted line). Furthermore, these two

through-thickness HSRBs will merge into one wider and

stronger HSRBs under some rolling conditions (i.e., the yellow

frame in Fig. 5), converting the HSRBs in the opposite direction

during the SR process.

Actually, the HSRBs distribution could be varied with roll-

ing parameters and may not be same with that in Fig. 9. For

example, in Fig. 4, for Dh ¼ 10%, the first through-thickness

HSRB is not fully developed and only partial HSRBs transmit

along the red- and green-dotted lines in Fig. 9, which leads to a

‘V’-shaped distribution. With increasing Dh from 20% to 30%,

only the first through-thickness HSRB is well developed. For

Dh > 40% and i > 1.3, a typical HSRB distribution in Fig. 9 can be

found, and for the cases with i < 1.3 at the same Dh, the HSRB

distribution in the SR process is partially retained. Although

the HSRB distribution varies with rolling parameters, the

deformation follows the same rule as discussed above.

4.2. Materials flow and plate bending during rolling

It can be known that increasing Dh can prevent the plate

bending towards the slower roll (upward bending) and facili-

tate the downward bending during the ASR processing.

Obviously, when the metal flow speed near the lower surface

is higher than that near the upper surface, the plate will be

bent upwards and vice versa [31,52]. This suggests that a larger

Dh can increase the flow speed near the upper surface at the

end of the deformation zone, even though the top roll rotates
slower. Fig. 10 shows typical flow speed distribution at five

thickness positions (see Fig. 1) under four typical rolling con-

ditions including the SR process and ASR process with

different bending behavior. The SR process has a symmetric

flow speed distribution but an asymmetric for the ASR process

with respect to the central plane. For the condition of i ¼ 1.1

and Dh ¼ 30%, the upper layer shows a higher speed than the

lower layer at the end of rolling (Fig. 10b). With increasing i to

1.3 (Fig. 10c), the flow speeds at these five positions are almost

the same at the end of rolling, corresponding to a nearly flat

shape (see Fig. 2f). However, for rolling with i ¼ 1.3 and

Dh ¼ 20%, the lower surface exhibits the highest flow speed at

the exit (Fig. 10d), corresponding to an upward bending. It can

be seen from Fig. 10 that the flow speeds at the surface layers

are accelerated twice at the beginning and near the end of the

deformation zone and equal to the circumferential speed of

the contacting roll between the two rolling stages mentioned

above, reflecting a sticking friction condition [43,53]. One

noticeable difference between the upward and downward

bending is that, the flow speed at the upper surface is higher at

larger Dh, which finally causes downward bending.

Comparing Figs. 4 and 10, one can find that the material flow

speed is increased obviously when passing through the

HSRBs, as confirmed in ref. [51]. If the last HSRB approaches

the upper surface at the end of the deformation zone with

sufficient intensity and no HSRB with the same magnitude

appears on the opposite side, the plate will bend downwards.

This signifies that the last HSRB at the upper surface plays a

critical role in the plate bending, which seems not constant

with Cho et al.‘s finding [12] that the bending behavior could

be associated with the shear strain rate difference between

the upper and lower layers of the sheet (h0: 5 mm, Dh: 10%).

The shear strain gradient can be mainly determined in the

biting region, consequently affecting the bending behavior.

These different conclusions might be related to different

rolling conditions. The thickness reduction of 10% used in ref.

[12] is similar to the first column in Fig. 4, but the HSRBs are

concentrated at the biting region, actually being consistent

with our results.

Additionally, for rolling with i ¼ 1.3 and Dh ¼ 20% (Fig. 8b,

i.e., upward bending), a weak HSRB is transferred downward

near the end of the deformation zone and reaches the lower

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.12.029
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surface at the end of the deformation zone, causing an up-

ward bending. For rollingwith i¼ 1.3 andDh¼ 30% (Fig. 8c, i.e.,

no bending), as red-arrowed, the HSRB reaches both the upper

and lower surfaces together near the end of the deformation

zone, thus resulting in a nearly flat plate in the final. For

rolling with i ¼ 1.2 and Dh ¼ 30% (Fig. 8d), a strong HSRB rea-

ches the upper surface near the rolling exit and is resisted by

the top roll, leading to a downward bending. However, as the

Dh is relatively small, increasing the speed ratio can effec-

tively suppress the downward bending (Fig. 10c). For rolling

with i ¼ 1.3 and Dh ¼ 50% (Fig. 8e), as the Dh further increases,

a strongly inclined HSRB appears along with a downward

bending, which is difficult to be compensated by increasing

the speed ratio.

Although the plastic strain accumulation and distribution

play a critical role in plate bending [12,35], the bending

behavior should be related to the changes of the external

loads. The interaction between thework roll and the HSRB can

result in different bending states under different rolling con-

ditions. In general, the influence of the HSRBs on the plate

bending can be described as follows: when the HSRB ap-

proaches the upper surface near the end of the deformation

zone, the plastic strain will change its direction toward the

lower surface because of the support from the top roll,

resulting in a downward acceleration for the outgoing plate as

well as downward bending. On the contrary, for the ASR

processing with high i and small Dh, when the second HSRB

approaches the upper surface and changes its direction

earlier, there is still enough space for the last HSRB to arrive

the bottom surface within the deformation zone, and the

bottom roll still can suppress the downward bending, as

shown in Fig. 4 for i¼ 1.4e1.6 andDh¼ 30%. Noticeably, for the

rolling conditions within the brown frame in Fig. 4, with

increasing Dh, the last HSRB will be closer to the end of the

deformation zone, making it impossible to adjust downward

bending by increasing the speed ratio. This also can explain

that the effects of speed ratios are only valid within a specific

range, and the Dhcrit that can effectively suppress the plate

bending will not increase with the speed ratio after a specific

value (Fig. 2b), being consistent with that the effects of speed

ratios are only valid within a certain range [42].

4.3. Strain homogeneity improvement with the ASR
processing

One advantage of the ASR process relative to the SR process is

that it can effectively penetrate the plastic strain into the plate

center and improve the homogeneity of the plastic strain

distribution along ND, as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. Roumina

and Sinclair [42] pointed out that the shear strain can be

introduced into the plate by speed mismatch, and thus the

central equivalent plastic strain could be increased. During

the ASR process, the cross-shear region (CSR) between two

neutral points is considered to be the major difference

compared to the SR process, which is also the critical region

where the rolling force is reduced and the shear strain is

introduced into the center [45,54]. It is not enough to explain

how the plastic strains are accumulated along with improved

through-thickness homogeneity, but which can be explained
by the appearance of through-thickness HSRB during the ASR

processing. The HSRBs are symmetrically generated for the SR

process at the upper and bottom surfaces and transmitted

into the plate center, where both parts are counteracted. As a

result, the HSRBs are weakened without accumulating shear

strains at the center part. For the ASR process with asym-

metrical HSRBs at the upper and lower surface layers, the

stronger HSRBs generated from the lower surface can go

through the plate thickness. Moreover, a second through-

thickness HSRB may occur at higher i and larger Dh, and also

can go through the plate thickness without being affected or

annihilated by the HSRB generated at the opposite side. This

widely distributed through-thickness HSRB could help

improving the homogeneity of strain distribution and the

accumulation of the plastic strain at the center layer. Ac-

cording to Dhinwal and Toth [55], the deformation path can be

divided into two stages: the compressive strains are mainly

accumulated in the first stage near the biting region and the

shear strains are mainly accumulated in the second stage.

Other FE researches also observed shear bands in the latter

part of the deformation zone, which located roughly at the

same position as the present through-thickness HSRB [3,36].

Therefore, with the enhanced through-thickness HSRB, the

ASR process could effectively introduce the shear strains into

the plate center and improve the through-thickness strain

homogeneity.
5. Conclusions

This study aims at in-depth understanding of the deformation

mechanism during the ASR processing of the (mid-)thick

aluminium alloy plates and determining where the strains

occur and accumulate. It shows that the bending amplitude

and direction occurred during the ASR processing are obvi-

ously affected by rolling parameters, i.e., increasing the speed

ratio will facilitate the upward bending under the same Dh but

it is opposite with increasing Dh under the same i. The

equivalent plastic strain level can be increased with larger Dh

while its distribution along ND is affected by the speed ratios.

The plastic strains are mainly accumulated at the HSRBs

with their distribution, intensity and transfer direction

depending on the ASR parameters, which will subsequently

affect the strain distribution and curvature amplitude/direc-

tion. These findings can pave a fundamental way for under-

standing the deformation behavior and optimizingmulti-pass

asymmetric rolling processes for the (mid-)thick aluminium

alloy plates and other metallic alloy plates.
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